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Abstract
This study proposes a production method capable of producing vascular grafts from fully synthetic, resorbable
polymers that both meet basic minimum mechanical requirements for potential vascular grafts, and have a
compliance similar to that of the intended vasculature being replaced. All of the electrospun vascular grafts in this
work meet the minimum mechanical requirements for compliance, burst pressure, and suture retention strength, and
could be potential candidates for off-the-shelf tissue engineered vascular grafts. Each polymer investigated in this
paper has FDA approval for medical use and has been shown to be successful in various tissue engineering
applications. Only recently has an electrospun small-diameter graft been fabricated with compliance and burst
pressure greater than that of the human saphenous vein. We show a significant advancement in burst pressure,
compliance, and suture retention strength in the novel electrospun grafts presented in this work which demonstrates
the potential use of these tissue engineered vascular grafts for coronary artery bypass graft and other smalldiameter graft indications.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular disease is one of the leading causes of death in
western countries. According to the American Heart Association,
almost 3 million procedures associated with the heart or blood vessels
are performed in the United States each year, with over $25 billion
spent on 400,000 coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) procedures
[1-4]. Success has been found in creating vascular grafts with
diameters greater than 6 mm because their massive blood flow allows
for them to overcome native thrombogenicity in the graft material [5].
However, there is still a great demand for small diameter (<6 mm)
vascular grafts for vessels such as the coronary artery. Autologous vein,
specifically the saphenous vein, remains the gold standard of vascular
replacement, but its use is restricted in up to 20% of patients due to
comorbidities [6] and the replicability of grafts from older donors is
limited [7,8].
The alternative to an autologous vein is the use of synthetic grafts
made from either expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) or
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), also known as Gore-TexTM (PTFE)
or DacronTM (PET), respectively. In circumstances where autologous
sources are in limited supply, such as combat wound scenarios [9],
these synthetic grafts are appealing because they are readily available
and can be used directly off-the-shelf. The use of these synthetic grafts
has a long history, but their problems are well known. Infection,
thrombosis, compliance mismatch, and the inability to match
biomechanical properties of the native vasculature are problems with
these synthetics [8, 10-12]. Therefore, research is being done on new
alternatives to ePTFE and PET for small caliber vascular replacements.
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Since the greatest clinical need for vascular replacements is for
CABG, mechanical properties of the vascular graft such as compliance
and burst pressure are critical. The compliance mismatch between the
graft and the native vessel disrupts blood flow resulting in zones of
recirculation, flow separation, and low wall shear stress [13]. Low wall
shear stress initiates the release of vasoactive substances, gene
activation, protein expression, and cytoskeletal rearrangement that
stimulate neointimal hyperplasia [14]. This is seen as a cause of failure
in both autologous and prosthetic bypass grafts, though saphenous
vein grafts also suffer from stenosis at sites away from the anastomosis
[15].
Tissue engineering offers an alternative approach to existing
vascular repair methods. Tissue engineering was first proposed in the
1980’s, with the general idea that biodegradable scaffolds could be used
for cell attachment and proliferation. These scaffolds, when implanted
into the body, can help to facilitate the regeneration of the native
tissue. The formation of neotissue is critical to the success of a tissue
engineered vascular graft (TEVG), the most crucial being a fully
formed endothelium. The ideal TEVG has high biocompatibility,
matching compliance to the native vessel, high suture retention
strength and burst pressure, non-thrombogenic, resistance to
neointimal hyperplasia, resistance to infection, easy to suture, and
easily manufactured [16]. Matching the native vessel compliance is
arguably the most critical attribute and requires the ability to finely
tune the mechanical properties of the graft to that of the native
vasculature.
There are several tissue engineering approaches being taken to
address this challenge. One approach taken by CytograftTM is a cell
sheet method, which bypasses the use of biodegradable polymer
scaffolds. In this approach, fibroblasts are cultured in a culture flask
with a high sodium ascorbate environment to promote the formation
of an extracellular matrix. This cell sheet is then matured and wrapped
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the concentration of the polymer solute. By altering these
electrospinning parameters, the fibers can be given many different
biomechanical and biochemical properties which could help with
matching the native vasculature compliance and in the formation of
neotissue. Co-spinning, co-spraying, coaxial setups, micro-patterning,
and use of hydrogels can also be implemented in order to increase the
biocompatibility of these scaffolds [27,28].

around a Teflon-coated, stainless-steel temporary support tube and
continued to mature for at least 10 weeks [2]. Although the
CytograftTM cell sheets have found some success in clinical trials [17],
the manufacturing time of the cell sheet vascular grafts can be upwards
of 36-40 weeks. This raises concerns about the cost to produce these
grafts and the ability to be available off-the-shelf. Although the
CytograftTM graft has be shown to match compliance of the saphenous
vein, there is compliance mismatch when compared to the coronary
artery [2].

This paper will focus on the biomechanical properties of various
types of synthetic, fully resorbable polymers that have been
electrospun into scaffolds for use in TEVGs. Each of these polymers
has FDA approval for medical use and has been shown to be successful
in various tissue engineering applications. Only recently has an
electrospun small-diameter graft been fabricated with compliance and
burst pressure greater than that of saphenous vein [29]. We show a
significant advancement in burst pressure, compliance, and suture
retention strength (SRS) in the novel electrospun grafts presented in
this work. In an attempt to establish a baseline characterization and
comparison in electrospun grafts to commercially available grafts, we
also show the mechanical properties from a variety of natural and
synthetic grafts. As the research community continues to build a
critical mass of knowledge in the design and use of electrospun
TEVGs, we hope to translate this promising technology to the clinic
and improve patient care across the world.

Another approach, used by HumacyteTM, is to grow vascular
smooth muscle cells on a biodegradable polyglycolic acid (PGA)
scaffold in vitro then decellularize the cultured blood vessel to produce
a cell-free vascular graft [18]. Ideally, this leaves behind a new scaffold
comprised entirely of the extracellular matrix left behind by the
decellularized vessel presumably without risk of an immunogenic
response [19]. The inherent risk is that the cell-based material is not
completely removed from the extracellular matrix leaving the
possibility of an immunogenic response. Additionally, the
manufacturing time of the HumacyteTM vascular graft is at least 10
weeks, raising concerns about the cost to produce these grafts and
ability to be available off-the-shelf [18].
Another widely used and successful approach to tissue engineering
is the use of electrospun nanofiber scaffolds. These fibers mimic the
native extracellular matrix architecture and have been shown to be
useful in producing small caliber vascular graft replacements
[12,20-22]. These grafts can be created from various polymers and can
be co-spun with natural polymers and peptides [21,23-25]. These
grafts retain the off-the-shelf appeal of the traditional synthetic grafts,
but are designed to support the formation of neotissue and thus avoid
the problems of ePTFE and PET because of their improved
biocompatibility. Additionally, the burst pressures of these electrospun
grafts can be customized by adjusting the electrospinning parameters
and have been shown to be comparable to that of the native
vasculature [26]. It is also possible to produce grafts with various fiber
sizes and pore sizes by altering the polymer/solvent combination and

Materials and Methods
Polymer Solution Preparation
Several different resorbable polymers were used to fabricate the
TEVGs as shown in Table 1. Polymer solutions were prepared for
electrospinning by dissolving the polymer in hexafluro-Isopropanol
(HFIP) (Oakwood Chemicals). PCL/CS was prepared differently using
a blend of HFIP and Acetic Acid (AA) (Sigma-Aldrich) at a weight
ratio of 9:1. Each solution was mixed for at least 24 hours at room
temperature before electrospinning to ensure homogeneity.

Polymer

Abbreviation

Manufacturer

Ratio
polymers

of wt% of polymer in solution

Polycaprolactone

PCL

Sigma-Aldrich

-

5

Polycaprolactone and Chitosan blend

PCL/CS

Sigma-Aldrich

20:1

3.15

Polydioxanone

PDO

Evonik

-

7

Polyglycolic acid

PGA

Foryou

-

10

Poly (lactic-co-caprolactone)

PLCL

Purac

70:30

5

Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid)

PLGA8218

Purac

82:18

6

Poly (lactic-co-glycolic acid)

PLGA1090

Purac

10:90

8

Poly-L-lactide

PLLA

Goodfellow

-

8

Table 1: Polymers used in each solution and their solution weight percent.

Electrospinning
A 20cc syringe (Becton-Dickenson, USA), with a 20-gauge needle
tip, was filled with the polymer solution. The 20cc syringe was secured
in a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, USA), and positioned to
achieve a tip to collector distance of 20 cm. The solution was ejected at
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5 mL/hr with an applied voltage between +9 kV and +20 kV on the
needle and between -1 kV and -4 kV on the collector, such that a stable
Taylor Cone was established. Each polymer solution was electrospun
onto a cylindrical mandrel rotating at 15 rpm with an outer diameter
of 6 mm, until the fiber deposition generated a vascular graft with a
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wall thickness of 650 µm ± 65 µm. The vascular grafts were soaked in
100% ethanol and removed from the mandrel for characterization.

Mechanical Testing
Data for the compliance, burst pressure, and SRS were acquired
using a universal testing machine (MTS Systems Corporation) fitted
with a 50 lb load cell with a force resolution of 10-4 pounds and a
linear displacement resolution of 10-8 inches. Compliance testing was
performed using a displacement velocity of 1.5 mm per minute and
acquisition rate of 4 data points per second utilizing Laplace’s Law
[30,31] to correlate linear force and displacement to compliance. Burst
pressure testing was performed using a displacement velocity of 50
mm per minute and acquisition rate of 4 data points per second
utilizing Laplace’s Law [31,32] to correlate linear force and
displacement to burst pressure.

Linear Tensile Mechanical Testing
Using a scalpel, the vascular graft was cut perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis to form a cylindrical sample with a length of no less
than the internal diameter of the graft. The cylindrical sample was
then placed around two steel rods, one rod was attached to the load
frame base of the universal testing machine and the other to the load
cell. The sample was strained perpendicular to the longitudinal axis.
With this test setup and assumptions [30, 31], we assume that the
circumference (C) is increased by twice the displacement (δ). This is
displayed in Equation 1 with DO being the original diameter.

πD O + 2δ = Ca -----Equation 1
Assuming
that a fractional change in circumference is equal to a
fractional change in the diameter, we can use Equation 2. This
equation relates systolic circumference (CS) and diastolic
circumference (CD) to systolic diameter (DS) and diastolic diameter
(DD).
CS
DS
=
-----Equation 2
CD DD

Equation 3 substitutes the systolic and diastolic forms of Equation 1
into Equation 2.
πD O +2δ S D S
=
πD O +2δ D D D -----Equation 3

The calculation for compliance (C%) (Equation 4) can be simplified
where PS represents the systolic pressure and PD represents the
diastolic pressure.
D S −D D
DS DD
DS
−
−1
DD
4 DD DD
4 DD
C % = P − P *10 = P − P
*10 =
*104----Equation 4
PS −P D
S D
S D

Substituting Equation 3 into Equation 4 will give us Equation 5.
πD O +2δ S
−1
πD O +2δ D
C% =
*104-----Equation 5
PS −P D

The pressure within the vascular graft can be calculated using the
data from a universal testing machine and Equation 6 where P is
pressure, F is the force perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, and l is
the length of the graft. To represent native blood pressures, systolic
and diastolic pressures of 120 mmHg and 80 mmHg, respectively,
were used.
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F

P = D l -----Equation 6
O
Substituting the systolic and diastolic forms of Equation 6 into
Equation 5 yields Equation 7. With this equation and the data received
from the universal testing machine the compliance was calculated.
πD O +2δ S
−1
πD O +2δ D
C% = F
*104-----Equation 7
FD
S
−
DO l DO l

Using the universal testing machine, the vascular graft was cut
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis to form a cylindrical sample
with a length of no less than the internal diameter of the graft. The
cylindrical sample was then placed around two steel rods, one rod was
attached to the load frame base of the universal testing machine and
the other to the load cell. The sample was strained perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis until failure. With this test setup and assumptions
[31, 32], the burst pressure (PB) was determined using wall thickness
(TW), ultimate tensile strength (UTS) (σts), and the initial internal
diameter (DO). (Equation 8)

PB =

2* T W *σ ts

DO

-----Equation 8

Suture Retention Strength
SRS data was collected using a universal testing machine setup
according to ISO 7198. A 2-0 catgut suture was pierced through the
wall of the scaffold 2.0 mm from the edge and tied to form a loop. The
non-sutured end of the scaffold and the suture loop were each
attached to separate clamps in the universal testing machine and the
suture pulled at 50 mm per minute with an acquisition rate of 4 data
points per second until the thread was pulled through the scaffold.

Catheter Balloon Mechanical Testing
An alternative method to measure the burst pressure and
compliance of the vascular grafts was also used to characterize the
electrospun grafts in this paper and outlined in ISO 7198:1998. A 60cc
syringe (Becton-Dickenson, USA) was filled with water and placed in a
syringe pump (KD Scientific, USA). The syringe pump was set to a
constant flow rate of 5 mL/min. Surgical tubing was connected to the
60 mL syringe, and passed through a pressure transducer (Honeywell).
The end of the surgical tubing was connected to a FR18 pediatric Foley
catheter (Coloplast, Denmark).
A 2.5 cm long section of the vascular graft was positioned directly
over the catheter balloon. The vascular graft section was centered in
the field of view of a High Accuracy CCD Micrometer (Keyence,
USA). Pressure and scaffold diameter readings were taken using
Labview 2010 software and recorded four times per second. Testing
was stopped at the point of failure of the scaffold or when the pressure
reached 30 psi due to physical constraints of the catheter, tubing
connections, and syringe pump.
Compliance (C%) for this test was calculated using the compliance
equation (Equation 4) where PS is the systolic pressure, PD is the
diastolic pressure, DS is the diameter at the systolic pressure, and DD is
the diameter at the diastolic pressure.
D S −D D
DS DD
DS
−
−1
DD
4 DD DD
4 DD
C % = P − P *10 = P − P
*10 =
*104----Equation 4
PS −P D
S D
S D
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Results
Compliance
Figure 1 provides a visual comparison for the compliance values of
the TEVGs to commercially available grafts, the carotid artery and
saphenous vein. The PLCL graft exhibited the highest value for
compliance at 8.2%/mmHg, while the PDO graft held a value of 5.7%/
mmHg. Both of these electrospun polymer grafts displayed a higher
compliance value than the human carotid artery, with an average
compliance of 5.4%/mmHg. The PGA graft exhibited a slightly lower
compliance than the carotid artery, at 4.8%/mmHg. The human
coronary artery, PLLA, silk fibroin, CytograftTM, PCL, and PCL/CS
grafts all displayed similar compliance values ranging from 3.2-3.8%/
mmHg. The bovine heterograft and PLGA8218 graft exhibited even
lower compliances at 2.6 and 2.5%/mmHg, respectively. The
electrospun polymer graft that demonstrated the lowest compliance
was PLGA1090 at 1.9%/mmHg. The Dacron knitted graft and the
IMPRA ePTFE graft were even less compliant at 1.9 and 1.6%/mmHg,
respectively. The human saphenous vein had the lowest compliance of
all at 1.1%/mmHg.

Figure 2: Burst pressure values for the electrospun vascular grafts,
commercially available synthetic grafts, silk fibroin graft,
CytograftTM, human carotid artery, and human saphenous vein
[1,2]. Error bars represent standard deviation when available.

Suture Retention Strength
SRS values, measured in grams, are displayed in Figure 3. The
Dacron knitted graft exhibited the highest SRS value when compared
to the electrospun TEVGs, commercially available grafts, human
carotid artery and human saphenous vein, with a value of 3,270 g. The
electrospun graft with the highest SRS was PLLA at 1,022 g followed by
the PLGA1090 and PLGA8218 grafts with values of 997 g and 995 g,
respectively. The PGA, PDO, and PCL grafts exhibited values in the
middle of the data set, ranging from 674 g to 748 g.

Figure 1: Compliance values for the electrospun vascular grafts,
commercially available synthetic grafts, bovine heterograft, silk
fibroin graft, CytograftTM, human carotid artery, human coronary
artery, and human saphenous vein [1-3]. Error bars represent
standard deviation when available.

Burst Pressure
Burst pressure values for the electrospun grafts, commercially
available grafts, human carotid artery and human saphenous vein are
displayed in Figure 2. The PLGA1090 graft had the highest burst
pressure at 3.3 MPa followed closely by the Dacron knitted graft with a
burst pressure of 3.2 MPa. The PLCL graft had a burst pressure
strength of 2.5 MPa, while the PLGA8218 and PCL/CS grafts displayed
lower burst pressure strengths of 2.2 and 1.9 MPa, respectively.
Subsequently, the PLLA graft exhibited a burst pressure strength of 1.8
MPa and the PGA graft was 1.5 MPa. The electrospun grafts with the
lowest burst pressure strengths were PDO and PCL, at 0.9 MPa and 0.8
MPa. The human carotid artery, human saphenous vein, CytograftTM,
IMPRA ePTFE graft and silk fibroin graft all displayed significantly
lower burst pressure strengths when compared to our electrospun
grafts, with values ranging from 0.1 MPa to 0.5 MPa.
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Figure 3: Suture retention strength values for the electrospun
vascular grafts, commercially available synthetic grafts,
CytograftTM, human carotid artery, and human saphenous vein [1,
2]. Error bars represent standard deviation when available.

The PLCL graft followed next with a SRS of 521 g. The IMPRA
ePTFE graft had a lower SRS of 451 g and the PCL/CS graft displayed
the lowest SRS for the electrospun grafts at 355 g. The human carotid
artery, human saphenous vein, and CytograftTM exhibited the lowest
SRS values of the data set ranging from 152 g to 200 g.
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Compliance and Burst Pressure as a Function of Wall
Thickness
To investigate the potential effects of sidewall thickness on the graft
compliance and burst pressure, we electrospun PCL grafts of varying
sidewall thicknesses and tested their mechanical properties as
described previously. As shown in Figure 4A, compliance remains
relatively constant once the graft sidewall thickness reaches a thickness
of approximately 400 μm. For sidewall thicknesses of 400 μm to 1,000
μm, the compliance remains steady within a range of 2-4%/mmHg.
However, it is visible that at smaller sidewall thickness values, the PCL
grafts exhibit a large variance in compliance measurements ranging
from 2-11%/mmHg.
Figure 4B illustrates that the burst pressure increases as the graft
sidewall thickness increases. For the PCL grafts with a sidewall
thickness ranging from 200-1,000 μm, the burst pressure values
increase in a linear fashion from 0.6 MPa to 2.9 MPa. This linear
relationship is displayed by the best fit line applied to the data points
in a scatter plot.

Figure 4: Compliance (A) and Burst Pressure (B) values for
electrospun PCL grafts versus wall thickness.

Burst Pressure Method Comparison
To investigate any potential difference in the burst pressure values
obtained utilizing the linear tensile approach with Equation 8 versus
those values obtained with the catheter balloon method, we tested five
electrospun PCL samples with the linear tensile method and five
electrospun PCL samples with the catheter balloon method of identical
wall thicknesses. The results are shown in Figure 5, where the linear
tensile method averaged a 30% higher burst pressure compared to the
catheter balloon method.

Discussion
Of the data found on the compliance of commercially available
vascular grafts, none showed a compliance that matched that of the
human carotid artery. The average compliance of native human
carotid artery (5.4%/mmHg) was approximately 2x greater than the
most compliant commercially available vascular graft (bovine
heterograft 2.6%/mmHg) included in this study (Figure 1). Similarly,
the average compliance of human coronary artery (3.8%/mmHg) was
approximately 1.5x of the most compliant commercially available
graft. This compliance mismatch may be a major contributing factor
in the poor clinical performance of these grafts. In this study, multiple
types of biodegradable, synthetic electrospun grafts were fabricated
that had compliance values near that of the human carotid and
coronary arteries. The PDO and PGA grafts had a compliance of 5.7 ±
2.2%/mmHg and 4.9 ± 1.0%/mmHg, respectively, similar to that of the
human carotid artery with a compliance of 5.4 ± 0.9%/mmHg (Figure
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1). The PLLA graft had a compliance of 3.8 ± 0.9%/mmHg, similar to
that of the human coronary artery with a compliance of 3.9 ± 0.6%/
mmHg.

Figure 5: Comparison of burst pressure values of electrospun PCL
grafts for the linear tensile method and the catheter balloon
method.
Other polymers investigated in this paper may match the
compliance of the desired vasculature by manipulating the wall
thickness of the graft. For example, the wall thickness of the
PLGA1090 graft could be decreased to increase the compliance since
the burst pressure value is relatively high. While most of the concern
in optimizing the mechanical properties of vascular grafts is focused
on the choice of the polymer and the method of production, this work
illustrates the significant importance of the wall thickness on the
mechanical properties of the graft. The differences in the mechanical
properties based on dimensional changes have been shown to be
greater than the differences in mechanical properties between
polymers. This leads to the idea that when characterizing the
mechanical properties of potential vascular grafts, the dimensions of
the grafts being implanted in vivo must match the dimensions of the
grafts for mechanical characterization, otherwise there is a potential
for significant differences in the mechanical properties that could lead
to complications in vivo.
All of the burst pressures of the tested electrospun TEVG
compositions are above those seen in native human saphenous veins
and carotid arteries (Figure 2). This further supports the notion of
adjusting the sidewall thickness to achieve the desired graft
compliance, as long as the minimum burst pressure is achieved.
All of the electrospun TEVGs in this study surpassed the 2 N or 204
g standard minimum SRS recommended for potential vascular
prosthetics [33] (Figure 3). While the SRS may not be as critical for
clinical performance as the burst pressure and compliance, the
duration of the surgery and risk of complications to the patient may
increase if the sutures tear through the vascular graft during
anastomosis in vivo.
Investigating the effect of wall thickness on the compliance of the
vascular graft reveals a significant change in the compliance values
when the wall thickness was below 400 µm as compared to grafts with
a wall thickness greater than 400 µm (Figure 4A). When the graft wall
thickness was less than 400 µm, there was a significant increase in the
variability of compliance values and an overall average increase in the
compliance values. This abrupt change in mechanical behavior is
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indicative of a change in how the nanofibers within the graft react to
the applied stresses. The thin walled electrospun grafts have a higher
percentage of fibers exposed to the outer surface (i.e. no surrounding
fibers) than the thicker grafts, allowing for increased fiber mobility
within the sidewall which allows the fibers to re-orient in response to
the applied stresses. After a certain thickness threshold is reached, in
this case approximately 400 µm, the percentage of fibers exposed to the
outer surface (i.e. no surrounding fibers) becomes negligible and the
fiber motion is restricted which results in a less compliant vascular
graft.
The relationship between wall thickness and burst pressure of the
vascular graft is evident (Figure 4B). As expected, a strong linear
correlation can be seen between the burst pressure of the graft and the
wall thickness of the graft. As the wall thickness increases, more fibers
are present which results in more material present to bear the applied
pressure. The greater number of fibers also increases the chance for
the fibers to re-orient themselves in the direction of the loading
[34,35].
Comparison of the two methods, the linear tensile method using
Equation 8 and the catheter balloon method, for determining the burst
pressure of a small diameter vascular graft revealed a significant
difference in the values of the grafts (Figure 5). The linear tensile
method was shown to have average burst pressures approximately 30%
higher than similar grafts tested using the catheter balloon based
method. The difference in burst pressure is likely due to differences in
the mobility of the individual fibers in the nanofiber mesh. Previous
studies have shown that balloon based methods of burst pressure
determination result in artificially lower burst pressures due to the
pinning of fibers, which prevents the fibers from translating and reorienting in the direction of loading [29,34,35]. Visual observation of
the failure of the electrospun grafts during the catheter balloon burst
pressure testing method demonstrated that the pressurized balloon
squeezes and compresses the sidewall of the nanofiber mesh,
preventing the nanofibers from re-orienting as the diameter increases
and initiates failure of the graft in a very localized region. In contrast,
visual observation of the failure of the grafts during the linear tensile
method showed no signs of localized failure. Although the catheter
balloon method of mechanical testing may be more representative of
the pressures experienced by the graft in vivo, the limitations in the
sensitivity of the pressure transducer at lower pressures and the
limitation of the strength of the catheter balloon itself at maximum
pressure limits the usefulness of the catheter balloon method in the
determination of the compliance and burst pressure of these small
diameter vascular grafts.
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